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 A No Bully workshop: BOOST Conference 2011 
  
Many after-school programs aim to increase child safety in the late-afternoon hours, a time of 
day when students are particularly at risk.  However, the fluid student population, the mixture of 
age levels and unstructured time often result in the very same problem that they were established 
to avoid: significant levels of student bullying and violence.   
 
Some programs accept bullying as a fact of life and in effect condone hostile learning 
environments as the norm.  However, visionary after-school programs prove that change is 
possible. By attending this workshop, you will learn key steps for partnering with your school to 
develop an all-day schoolwide bully-free learning community.    
 

Champion the cause of making your after-school bully-free 
 
Your after-school program needs you 
to champion the cause of ending 
bullying if real change is going to 
happen.  We know a great deal about 
how to lead change from research 
into organizational development. 
John Kotter, Professor at Harvard 
Business School, recommends that 
you first establish a sense of urgency, 
then form a powerful guiding 
coalition and mobilize change behind 
a unified vision. 
 

Partner with the school leadership team and staff  
 
Many after-school leaders have a sense of urgency about addressing bullying.  Their greatest 
impediment to success is attempting to create change independent of the main school program.  

• Set up a meeting with the school leadership about bullying.  Describe how bullying plays 
out in after-school and ask what they are observing during the regular school day.  

• Share how bullying impacts the potential of your program and how your school can only 
be effective if all staff join forces to address this problem together. 

• Ask that they join with your after-school program in creating a powerful guiding 
coalition with the mandate of creating an all-day, bully-free learning community. 

Professor John Kotter found that successful leaders take their 
organizations through an 8-stage process in leading culture change 

1. Establish a sense of urgency 
2. Form a powerful guiding coalition 
3. Create a vision 
4. Communicate the vision 
5. Empower others to act on the Vision 
6. Plan for and create short-term wins 
7. Consolidate improvements and produce still more changes 
8. Institutionalize new approaches.  

Source: Leading Change: Why Transformational Efforts Fail by John 
Kotter, Harvard Business Review. 
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 Who should join the transformation taskforce? 
 
Your transformation taskforce (six to eight total) should include the director of after-school, the 
school principal, staff and parents from both programs. At a practical level, a team brings 
together people of talent to share the workload. At a higher level, the transformation taskforce is 
an important way of enrolling key stakeholders in leading an anti-bullying initiative.   
 

Measure the baseline: how much bullying is there now? 
 
The transformation taskforce should begin by defining the nature and extent of bullying both at 
pre-school, school and after-school.  Here is a tool to use with your taskforce and ultimately with 
your staff and teachers.  (Note: visit www.nobully.com for detailed definitions of bullying.) 
 
Assess to what extent bullying dynamics existed in your school during this past year by 
circling the numbers below:  0 means not at all and 10 means very much. 
 
How much does physical bullying occur?  
0    1   2    3   4    5   6    7    8    9   10 
 
How much does verbal bullying occur?  
0    1   2    3   4    5   6    7    8    9   10 
 
How much does relational bullying (e.g. exclusion) occur?  
0    1   2    3   4    5   6    7    8    9   10 
 
How much does cyberbullying occur? 
0    1   2    3   4    5   6    7    8    9   10 
 
How much does sexual harassment occur?  
0    1   2    3   4    5   6    7    8    9   10 
 
Map where physical bullying occurs.  Put a floor-plan of the after school program on the office 
wall.  Ask students to come in one-by-one and place a pushpin where physical bullying occurs. 
 

Create a social vision  
 
Energize your campaign for change by articulating a schoolwide vision for the type of 
community that you seek to be.  A powerful vision statement is essential to mobilizing change.  
Too often program leaders skip this stage through the mistaken belief that they do not have the 
time. Lead your taskforce, and then your staff and parents, through a process where they describe 
their hopes for the school community and what a bully-free school would look like.  

• What is their vision for how students get along?  
• How will parents and staff treat each other?   
• What are their hopes for the relationship between school and after school?   

 
Remember that your role is not to impose your vision, but to facilitate all stakeholders in 
articulating a shared vision that moves everyone in your school community.   
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KEY BUILDING BLOCKS TO MAKE YOUR PROGAM BULLY-FREE  
 
After-school programs need to join with the school in putting in place six key elements 
throughout the extended school day in order to create bully-free learning communities. 
 

 
 
The foundational level: build staff and teacher capacity to respond to student bullying 
Programs that succeed in becoming bully-free invest in professional development to build 
program staff and teacher capacity.  These trainings need to develop skills in three areas:- 

• Primary intervention skills.  All adults on campus (e.g. program staff, teachers, bus 
drivers, school nurse, janitor, sports coaches, school secretary, and administrators) need 
to develop a common language around bullying, to be trained in diversity awareness and 
to learn first level interventions to respond to student physical aggression and verbal 
disrespect.  The No Bully All Staff workshop aims to deliver all of this. 

• Higher level interventions for significant or persistent cases of bullying. No Bully 
developed Solution Team® as a non-punitive alternative for educators and counselors 
seeking a new approach. Under Solution Team® an educator brings together a team of 
students to solve the bullying of one of their peers. Research shows that Solution Team 
stops student bullying in 80-90% of cases.  

• Individualized coaching for students in missing social and emotional skills.  
Programs need to plan for a change process for students that are struggling to interact 
successfully with their peers. At No Bully we train educators how to Solution Coach® 
students away from the role of bully and target using a relationally based approach to 
change that focuses on building missing social and emotional skills.  The most effective 
process with involve staff from the school and the student’s parents. 
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Higher level building blocks 
 
At this higher level, schools go beyond implementing response-to-bullying skills (foundational 
level) and invest in building a strong school culture where everyone is respected and included. 

• Campaign for a strong school community.  The heart of the higher level is to create a 
compelling vision statement behind which you can rally your whole school community – 
best done by a coalition representing all stakeholders e.g. your transformation taskforce.  
The taskforce needs to look at each sector of your school community and plan for 
initiatives that resolve divisions and bring people together. 

• Parent and guardian support.  Schools need to enroll parents and guardians in 
supporting the anti-bullying campaign.  Perhaps the most difficult group of stakeholders 
to influence, you need to get creative.  Persuade a parent with marketing skills to join 
your taskforce and guide a social marketing campaign. Organize parent education nights. 

• Social and emotional learning for all students.  An average elementary school student 
enrolled in a social and emotional learning program shows a 9-10% improvement in 
conduct problems (such as such as aggression and bullying) and ranks 11 percentage 
points higher on achievement tests than students who do not participate in such programs. 
 

Primary anti-bullying interventions for all adults on campus 
 

All adults need to interrupt student bullying, even if their intervention is simply “that’s not 
okay”.  Here are some brief phrases that educators have successfully employed. 
 
Name the behavior for what it is  
• “That’s a putdown.”  
• “I see you rolling your eyes and that is not okay.” 

 
Speak to the intention behind the words or gestures 
• That was meant to hurt. 
• We don’t allow behaviors that hurt. 
• I’m not sure what you mean by that, but it sounds hurtful 
• How do you think that XX feels when you say that? 
 
Explain the values that their behavior clashes with 
• Everyone at this campus has a right to feel safe on campus. 
• At our school no student gets left out. 
• All students deserve respect and that was not respectful. 
• Write your personal values mantra here….  
• In this [program/school we _______________________________________________ 
 
If you need more time or privacy, take it 
• Ask to speak to the students involved separately e.g.  
• Let’s step outside. [If you don’t have the time “I need to talk to you about this later.”] 

 
This workshop was led by Nicholas Carlisle MFT, Director of No Bully. 
415-820-3956 
info@nobully.com 
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